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An overview
• Introduc.on: QCD vs the Quark Model
– What exo.cs teach us
– The value of generic arguments for the existence
of exo.cs in limits of QCD
• Existence of narrow hybrids at large Nc, Tetraquarks
at large Nc (AS), QQ tetraquarks at large mQ.

• It is shown in a model independent way that
parametrically narrow doubly heavy (QQ or
QQ) tetraquarks and pentaquarks exist in the
heavy quark limit of QCD; some of these are
parametrically close to threshold.
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Exo.c hadrons are important in that they
illustrate between the dis.nc.on between QCD
and the quark model.
“Quark model” contains two words—and both
are ambiguous.
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What does “quark” mean?
• It is a type of soV cheese product
which exists (though hard to ﬁnd)
in the US but is really popular in
Germany
• It Is a nonsense word invented by
James Joyce.
• It is an eﬀec.ve degree of freedom
in the quark model.
• It is a fundamental degree of
freedom in QCD.

All these meanings are fundamentally diﬀerent
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• The quark model is a “model” in the sense of a model
ship rather than the standard model. It captures some
aspects of the real thing but misses others.
• It is not a complete theory which directly predicts
experimental observables like the standard model.
• Unlike a fashion model it deﬁnitely not the
embodiment of elegance.
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• However, the simple quark model (with mesons described
as a quark-an.quark and a baryon as three quarks) s.ll
strongly inﬂuences the language that we use to describe
hadrons and remains a basic way most hadronic physicists
think about states.
• Exo.c hadrons are ones which do not ﬁt into a quark model
descrip.on (eg. tetraquarks, pentaquarks, hybrids &
glueballs)
• They are important in that they help clarify what QCD has
and the quark model does not.
• There are three types:

• Cryptoexo.cs. States which by their quantum numbers can be made in the
simple quark model but which dynamically are dominated by components
which are not of the quark model type. There are intrinsic ambigui.es in
inden.fying thes
• Quantum number exo.cs. States which by their quantum numbers cannot
be made in the quark model. (eg. an isospin 2 meson)
• Heavy quark number exo.cs. Formally cryptoexo.c states which become
quantum number exo.c if one assumes the number of heavy quarks and
an.quarks are separately conserved) —which to good approxima.on they
are. (such as isospin one states containing an addi.onal charm-an.charm
pair.)
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• While there has been discussion as to whether various
observed hadronic resonances where “really”
cryptoexo.cs for decades, un.l the last 10-15 years
there were few, if any, unambiguous signals for exo.c
hadrons.
• With the advent of “new” heavy ﬂavor spectroscopy of
states containing a charm-an.charm pair at Belle,
BaBar and LHCb (X,Y,Z mesons and Pc) there is
increasingly compelling evidence for exo.cs. In
par.cular, there is very strong evidence that the Z
mesons and Pc baryons are heavy quark number
exo.cs (which appear to be clear examples of heavy
quark number exo.cs).
– Many of these states appear to be very close to thresholds
for break up into two hadrons—one containing a charmed
quark and the other and charmed an.quark.
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par.cular, there is very strong evidence that the Z
mesons and Pc which appear to be clear examples of
heavy quark number exo.cs), while others are
cryptoexo.c.
– Many of these states appear to be very close to thresholds
for break up into two hadrons—one containing a charmed
quark and the other and charmed an.quark.
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Theory Situa.on
• It is interes.ng to ﬁnd limits of QCD for which
one can show in a model independent way
exo.cs of some type will exist as parame.cally
narrow (or strong-interac.on-stable states).
Such examples illustrate unambiguously the
limita.on of the naïve quark model to fully
capture hadronic physics in QCD.
– The large Nc Limit: Glueballs exist as parametrically
narrow states (Γ ∼ Νc-2 ) that decoupled (mixing angle
~Νc-1/2 ) from ordinary mesons. (‘t HooV 1973,
Winen 1979)
– The large Nc Limit: quantum number exo.c hybrid
(quark-an.quark-glue) mesons exist as parametrically
narrow states (Γ ∼ Νc-1 ) (TDC)
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narrow (or strong-interac.on-stable states).
Such examples illustrate unambiguously the
limita.on of the naïve quark model to fully
capture hadronic physics in QCD.
– The large Nc Limit: Glueballs exist as parametrically
narrow states (Γ ∼ Νc-2 ) that decoupled (mixing angle
~Νc-1/2 ) from ordinary mesons. (G. ‘t HooV 1973, E.
Winen 1979)
– Heavy quark limit: Doubly heavy (QQ) tetraquarks quarks
exist as strong-interac.on stable states mesons. (A. V.
Manohar and M. B. Wise 1992)
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– The large Νc Limit: quantum number exo.c
hybrid (quark-an.quark-glue) mesons exist as
narrow states (Γ∼ Νc-1 ) (TDC 1998)
– Large Nc limit (implicit in chiral soliton model):
Parametrically narrow strange pentaquark (Θ+) (V.
Petrov, M. V. Polyakov and D. Diakonov 1997
(TDC 2004, N. Itzhaki, I. R Klebanov, P. Ouyang, L Rastelli 2004)

– Combined large Nc and Heavy quark limits Limit:
Pentaquarks with heavy quarks exist as stronginterac.on stable states mesons. (TDC, R. F. Lebed
and P.M. Hohler 2005)
– Large Nc limit: Tetraquarks can exist as
parametrically narrow resonances (unlike as
previously argued by Winen 1979)) (S. Weinberg
2013) (TDC, R. F. lebed 2014)
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– Large Nc limit (with quarks in the 2-index
an.symmetric representa.on): Tetraquarks must
exist as narrow resonances in the variant of the
large Nc limit of QCD in which quarks on the 2index an.symmetric representa.on (which
overlapsthe fundamental representa.on at Nc=3
but extrapolates to a dis.nct large Nc limit ) (TDC,
R. F. Lebed 2014 )

None of these examples cover limits for the
near-threshold doubly heavy exo.cs of the QQ
type seen in recent measurements.
It is important to see if a model-independent
approach to deduce the existence of such states
directly from can be formulated.
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– Large Nc limit (with quarks in the 2-index
an.symmetric representa.on): Tetraquarks must
exist as narrow resonances in the variant of the
large Nc limit of QCD in which quarks on the 2index an.symmetric representa.on (which
overlapsthe fundamental representa.on at Nc=3
but extrapolates to a dis.nct large Nc limit ) (TDC,
R. F. Lebed 2014 )

None of these examples cover limits for the
near-threshold doubly heavy exo.cs of the QQ
type seen in recent measurements.
It is instruc.ve to see if one can deduce the
existence of such states directly from QCD in a
model-independent way—albeit in a limit.
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Present analysis
Interes.ng results have been obtained, but the analysis is
not fully complete:
• The formula.on as it stands is highly technical and not
totally transparent—it should be possible to simplify.
• Es.mates for scaling of resonant widths are
preliminary. Argument unambiguously valid for
tetraquarks with two heavy quarks or pentaquaks with
a heavy quark and an.quark but are upper bounds
that may be reduced. Some subtle.es remain with
argument for tetraquarks with a heavy quark and
an.quark or a pentaquark with two heavies. Will
neglect these in this talk.
13
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• Analysis applies to doubly heavy exo.cs
– Both QQ and QQ exo.cs and both the tetaquark
and pentaquark states.

• Based solely on the heavy quark limit
– Does not rely, for example, on chiral limit or large
Nc limit.
– But does depend on an extreme heavy quark limit

• Key result: in the extreme heavy quark limit,
many parametrically narrow exo.cs exist in all
doubly heavy channels in which heavy
hadrons anract at long distances including
some that are parametrically close to
threshold.
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Principal Result: Scaling Behavior
Two scale problem:
mQ (heavy quark mass)
Λ (typical hadronic scales including mπ)
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Principal Result: Scaling Behavior
Two scale problem:
mQ (heavy quark mass)
Λ (typical hadronic scales including mπ)
For any a:rac;ve doubly heavy channel :
The typical binding energy rela;ve to threshold to break
into two heavy mesons: B ~ Λ
Number of exo;c resonances in channel: N ~ (mQ / Λ)1/2
Typical level spacing: ΔE ~ (Λ3 / mQ )1/2
There exist states parametrically close to threshold for
dissocia.on into two heavy hadrons with binding
energy B ~ Λ2 ε / mQ1-ε for 1 ≥ε>0.
Typical level spacing: ΔE ~ (Λ4 ε / mQ2 ε )1/2
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Typical resonance width for states parametrically close
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Principal Result: Scaling Behavior
For any a:rac;ve doubly heavy channel :
Typical resonance width: Γ ~ (Λ3 / mQ )1/2 ~ΔE (Λ / mQ )1/2
Typical resonance width for states parametrically close
to threshold: Γ ~ (Λ4 ε / mQ2-ε )1/2 ~ΔE (Λ / mQ )1/2
These widths are “parametrically narrow’’ in the sense
that they are parametrically much smaller than both the
level spacing and the distance to threshold. They
unambiguously correspond to resonances—at least in a
world of suﬃciently heavy quark masses.
17
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Strategy to derive scaling rules:
•

Work in a regime where heavy quarks are suﬃciently heavy
number of heavy quarks & an.quarks are separately conserved.

•

Start from a physical picture in which a system with tetraquark
quantum numbers is described in a Schrödinger equa.on as a
bound state of two heavy mesons.
•
•
•

•

Find the proper.es of the op.mal states in QCD corresponding to such a
descrip.on.
Note that long distance interac.on is one-pion-exchange
Analyze the Schrödinger Equa.on semi-classically to ﬁnd proper.es of
bound states.

Es.mate widths which are due to the parts of QCD not in the
previous descrip.on.
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tetraquark quantum numbers is described in a Schrödinger
equa.on as a bound state of two heavy mesons.
•
•
•

•
•

Find the proper.es of the op.mal states in QCD corresponding to such a
descrip.on.
Note that long distance interac.on is one-pion-exchange
Analyze the Schrödinger Equa.on semi-classically to ﬁnd proper.es of
bound states.

Use a Hamiltonian approach in Coloumb gauge.
Es.mate widths that are due to exclude parts of QCD.
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Some ingredients in the analysis
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Large heavy quark mass:
MQ>>Λ
• Jus;ﬁes treatment in which number of heavy quarks and heavy
an;quarks are separately conserved.
• Jus;ﬁes neglect of heavy quark spin throughout the analysis.
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Large heavy quark mass:
MQ>>Λ
• Jus;ﬁes treatment in which number of heavy quarks and heavy
an;quarks are separately conserved.
• Jus;ﬁes neglect of heavy quark spin throughout the analysis.
Scale Separa.on:

pQ ~ (Λ MQ)1/2 , vQ ~ (Λ/MQ)1/2

• Jus;ﬁes semi-classical (WKB)approxima;on.
Eg. number of bound
states from E to E+ΔE in
Schrödinger descrip;on.
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Some ingredients in the analysis
Scale Separa.on:

pQ ~ (Λ MQ)1/2 , vQ ~ (Λ/MQ)1/2

• Jus;ﬁes adiaba;c approxima;on for quantum numbers with
coupled channels—allows theses to be reduced to a singe eﬀec;ve
degree of freedom amenable to WKB.
Longest range interac.on:

One-pion-exchange

Isospin of the 2heavy mesons
Spin of light quarks in the 2 heavy mesons

Coupling constant

• Valid since pion is lightest. Correct even away from regime where
χPT is valid.
• Combined with semi-classical analysis this implies that the number
of bound states with binding energy less than B is
which implies the existence of states with B ~ Λ2 ε / mQ1-ε
20

Some ingredients in the analysis
Eﬀec.ve Schrödinger equa.on derived from Hamiltonian treatment of
QCD restricted to a class of states with ﬁxed quantum numbers.
Key operator:
For QQ

For QQ
Gauge invariant operator giving distance between heavy quarks
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Eﬀec.ve Schrödinger equa.on derived from Hamiltonian treatment of
QCD restricted to a class of states with ﬁxed quantum numbers.
Key operator:
For QQ

For QQ
Gauge invariant operator giving distance between heavy quarks

Key states:
op.mal states with
eﬀec.ve Schrödinger equa.on is

so that the poten.al in the
.

Heavy quark kine.c energy

Projec.on operators:
Feshbach formalism
21

Some ingredients in the analysis
Divide Hamiltonian:

•

Note that is one degree of freedom system in R. Assume that
is dominant; verify this a posteriori by comparing width to level
spacing/distance to threshold.
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Some ingredients in the analysis
Divide Hamiltonian:

•

Note that is one degree of freedom system in R. Assume that
is dominant; verify this a posteriori by comparing width to level
spacing/distance to threshold.

Find eigenstates of:
Assume that

with

where
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Obtain width via Imaginary part of Op.cal poten.al/Fermi’s Golden rule:
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Some ingredients in the analysis
Obtain width via Imaginary part of Op.cal poten.al/Fermi’s Golden rule:

Add ingredients to pot and s.r while
making conserva.ve assump.ons;
obtain scaling behavior
In the extreme heavy quark limit, there exist mul.ple exo.c states
parametrically close to threshold for dissocia.on into two heavy
hadrons with binding energy B ~ Λ2 ε / mQ1-ε for any ε with 1 ≥ε>0.
Typical level spacing: ΔE ~ (Λ4 ε / mQ2 ε )1/2
Typical resonance width: Γ ~ (Λ4 ε / mQ2-ε )1/2 ~ΔE (Λ / mQ )1/2
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Caveats
• The argument unambiguously holds for case
of tetraquarks with two heavy quarks or
pentaquaks with a heavy quark and an.quark
– May be upper bounds in these case and may be
smaller.

• Subtle.es remain for the cases tetraquarks
with a heavy quark and an.quark or
pentaquaks with two heavy quarks.
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Open Ques.ons
• Can one use this insight on the scaling as the
basis of a tractable EFT to calculate proper.es of
given resonant states?
• Can the analysis be modiﬁed to apply away from
the extreme heavy quark limit to a regime where
the quark mass is heavy on the QCD scale but not
heavy enough to induce mul.ple resonances with
the same quantum numbers?
• Can a simple and transparent version of the
analysis be formulated?
• Can more stringent scaling be deduced for the
widths?
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